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The NEAR Difference | 30 Years of Outdoor Tough

Built for Extreme Durability and Premium Sound 
NEAR designs and manufactures only professional grade DSP Amplifiers and Outdoor Speaker solutions; 
delivering the highest quality, outstanding performance, exceptional support, and reliable ease of use.
 
All of the NEAR products are designed to deliver our end-user customers peace of mind knowing that their 
Speaker system will provide them with years of enjoyment by the professionals who installed them. All NEAR 
speakers were meticulously engineered to improve the outdoor music listening experience, while also with-
standing extreme climate and weather conditions, in residential and commercial environments all over the 
globe.

“The NEAR IG6 and IGS12 combo is one of the best speaker systems I’ve ever heard—for 
either an exterior or interior design. Music comes alive wherever you are in the yard.”  

Fred Harding, Sound & Vision
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Audiophile Sound Quality

Many claim it, but none deliver true audio-
phile-grade sound as consistently as NEAR. 
Numerous patented technological inno-
vations developed over a 30-year history 
have made NEAR the gold standard for 
outdoor sound quality, even under extre-
me weather conditions.

Exceptional Built Quality

All enclosures of NEAR speakers are made 
with color-through mica infused polymer. 
This robust material lasts forever and the 
color of the enclosure doesn‘t fade. The 
oval shaped holes in the grille  from sun 
exposure. All grilles are powder-coated 
aluminum or stainless steel with oval 
shaped holes that let the rain run through. 
Last but not least, the speaker connectors 
are IP67 and can be even submerged in 
water.

Flexibility

Can be used in either 8 ohm or 100 V/70 
V configurations to take advantage of lon. 
NEAR’s IG Series speakers offer a 360 de-
gree radiating pattern, and sound unlike 
anything on the market. 

Why NEAR Is Different
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IG Series Speakers

NEAR in-ground/on-ground IG speakers 
and subwoofers combine the rugged du-
rability of  commercial audio components 
with the refined sonic performance of 
audiophile-grade indoor speakers. Advan-
ced technologies and omnidirectional dis-
persion ensure that everyone on the patio 
or deck will enjoy life-like sound quality at 
every volume level, without fatigue. 

LB Series Speakers

NEAR‘s LB series models deliver high fidelity 
performance in even the most extreme  en-
vironments. Superior materials such as rust 
proof hardware and UV resistant enclosures 
make them ultra-durable. Advanced NEAR 
audio technologies such as Magnetic Liquid 
Suspension drivers and metal alloy MDT cones 
imbue LB speakers with the smooth, highly 
detailed and lifelike sonic performance of fine 
indoor speakers. The LB Series Speakers are 
available in black or white in each model. 

VM Series Speakers

NEAR‘s VM series models deliver high 
fidelity performance in even the most 
extreme  environments. Superior materials 
such as rust proof hardware and UV resis-
tant enclosures make them ultra-durable. 
Advanced NEAR audio technologies such 
as Magnetic Liquid Suspension drivers and 
metal alloy MDT cones imbue VM spea-
kers with the smooth, highly detailed and 
lifelike sonic performance of fine indoor 
speakers.  

The NEAR Product Families
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NEARScapes

NEARSCAPES™ systems are convenient 
and cost effective ways to get unobtrusive, 
super high performance sound into your 
outdoor living spaces. These “satellite/
subwoofer” systems boast high clarity 
at any volume, deep articulate bass, and 
ultra-low distortion.

XL Series DSP Amplifiers

DSP Equipped Power Amplifiers, specifical-
ly designed for outdoor audio.

The NEAR Product Families

Award-Winning Solutions


